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Abstract: Smart card secure channel protocols based on public key cryptography are not widely utilised mainly due to processing overheads introduced in the underlying smart card microprocessors and the complexities introduced by the operation of a PKI infrastructure. In this paper we analyse the significance of public key secure channel protocols in multi application smart cards. We believe that multi application smart card technology (e.g. the GlobalPlatform smart card specification) should benefit more from the advantages of public key cryptography specifically for the initiation and maintenance of a secure channel. This paper introduces a public key based cryptographic protocol for secure entity authentication, data integrity and data confidentiality. The proposed secure channel protocol uses a combination of public key, secret key and the main idea behind the Diffie-Hellmann key establishment protocols in order to achieve the desired goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years with the introduction of multi-application smart cards it became possible to securely host multiple applications, dynamically and securely download or delete them at any point during the card’s lifecycle. As a result, the complexity of the smart card operating system
(SCOS) increased exponentially. Similarly, the complexity of the terminal applications increased significantly as new architectures [1, 2] emerged. Likewise, as smart card technology evolves (the performance of smart card cryptographic algorithms improves) and as new smart card applications are invented the benefits of public key cryptography are widely scrutinised.

Multi-application smart card technology can benefit from the use of public key cryptography both at the application level and in the SCOS level e.g. with the provision of secure channel protocols based on Public Key Infrastructures (PKI). Current versions of secure multi-application smart card standards [6] do not fully take advantage of the benefits of public key cryptography, specifically for the provision of a secure channel mechanism. The reasons range from the increased prices due to the additional processing power, up to the potentially limited performance of public key cryptographic primitives in the current generation of smart card microprocessors, or simply because there is no immediate need for such functionality.

The advantages and disadvantages of public key cryptography are widely documented in the academic literature [3, 4, 5]. In this paper we propose a public key secure channel protocol for smart cards. The protocol is based on the well known Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol and it was designed by taking into account the processing and storage restrictions of current smart card microprocessors. Alongside with the protocol description we also provide a discussion on the operation and security requirements for its successful and efficient operation. We believe that as the number of smart card applications increases and the nature of smart card applications changes along with the differentiations on the operational requirements (e.g. dynamic application downloading and deletion), the demand for efficient smart card PKI will potentially increase.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we set up the scenery by elaborating more on motivation behind the paper along with providing an overview of the main characteristics of a multi-application smart card standard, namely GlobalPlatform [6]. Subsequently, we highlight the main characteristics of the supporting public key infrastructure required for the successful operation of the protocol. Moving to the core idea of this paper we present the protocol details and architectural design. In order to provide a more complete coverage of the issues surrounding the implementation and operation of the proposed architecture we also provide a discussion around the security properties of the protocol by highlighting practical issues that imposed certain design decisions. Finally, we discuss several practical issues and provide directions for further research.
2. PUBLIC KEY SMART CARD SECURE CHANNEL PROTOCOLS AND THE REAL WORLD

In the following sections we provide an overview of limiting factors along with the driving forces behind the adoption of public key cryptography in multi application smart card platforms. Similarly, we highlight the main characteristics of a widely used multi application smart card standard in order to provide a reference point to the specifics of an existing architecture along supporting the case for the existence of such a protocol.

2.1 Motivation

The advantages and disadvantages of public key cryptography have been a topic of discussion for many years. The significance of public key cryptography in smart cards, impose certain restrictions and complexities that are unique to smart card microprocessors and the nature of the infrastructures they operate.

A few years ago the main prohibiting factor for the utilization of public key cryptography in smart card microprocessors was the limited processing power of the underlying technology. However, following a number of significant improvements both at the hardware [24] and software level [20, 21, 22] the operation and performance of public key cryptography in smart card microprocessors has improved significantly.

The nature of smart card applications is also changing. There are instances, in which public key cryptography specifically for the establishment of a secure channel might be considered beneficial e.g. when two unknown parties want to establish keys and protect subsequent communications. Another example can be drawn by the nature of the fact that secure channels are normally used for personalization or in order to protect post issuance operations (e.g. application/card management functions [6], protection of application or smart card operating system (SCOS) data [25]).

Although the significance of public key cryptography in a smart card environment cannot be underestimated at the same time the drawbacks are negligible. For example, a secure channel protocol designed specifically for smart cards has to be as lightweight as possible, depending of course on the underlying security and operational requirements. Furthermore, in order to improve the required performance and fulfill the security objectives, a combination of cryptographic primitives and algorithms might be used. Finally, further constraints arise from the fact that a public key based
architecture requires the existence of a public key infrastructure (PKI) [26] for the management keys and certificates.

Our proposed protocol aims to fulfill some of the aforementioned requirements. It is designed by keeping in mind the performance requirements and operational characteristics of smart card microprocessors. Although there is a plethora of public key cryptography secure channel protocols [33], most of them are not specifically designed by taking into account the specific characteristics of smart cards. For example, smart card microprocessors have limited communication buffers, often ranging between 190-255 bytes. Therefore, if a protocol requires a large number of messages to be exchanged between the card and an off-card entity this will add to the communication and processing overheads [32]. Furthermore, the nature of a public key infrastructure requires the existence of cryptographic key certificates. For example, if a protocol requires regular checks in order to identify whether certificates are revoked or expired this might add to overall protocol security but on the other hand it will potentially complicate its mitigation in smart card environment.

The proposed solution does not claim to introduce a protocol based on new cryptographic techniques. Instead it is an implementation adaptation of existing cryptographic primitives and techniques which are carefully selected in order to be used in a smart card environment. Before moving into the details of the proposed architecture, we highlight the main characteristics of a multi application smart card platform.

### 2.2 An Overview of GlobalPlatform Card Specification

In this section we highlight the main characteristics and the core components of the GlobalPlatform (GP) card specification [6], as a typical example of a multi application smart card architecture that could benefit from the utilization of the proposed protocol. Please note that among the main reasons behind the description of the GlobalPlatform architecture is that it provides the necessary functionality (e.g. secure storage of keys, key management, etc.) required by the protocol. However there are no restrictions or prerequisite for a specific type of smart card technology as the protocol could be utilised and implemented either at the application or at the (SCOS) [7, 8] level irrespectively of the characteristics of the underlying smart card microprocessor.

The GlobalPlatform smart card architecture is comprised of a number of on-card components that offer secure multi-application card management functionality at any given point during the card’s lifecycle. Furthermore, the GlobalPlatform smart card architecture is closely coupled with the Java card
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[9] technology although there are no restrictions on its portability to other smart card platforms [10, 11].

The functionality provided by the underline card management system includes the necessary mechanisms (e.g. secure channels [12]) that enable secure communication with the outside world. A secure channel is a mechanism that allows a card and an off-card entity to authenticate each other and establish session keys in order to protect the integrity and confidentiality of subsequent communications.

The GlobalPlatform card specification defines two protocols which are used to establish a secure channel. SCP01 is defined in Appendix D of the GlobalPlatform card specification as a symmetric key protocol that provides three levels of security (i.e. mutual authentication, integrity and data origin authentication, confidentiality). The details of the other secure channel protocol (SCP02) can be found in Appendix E of the GlobalPlatform card specification. The two protocols use symmetric key cryptography for the authentication, establishment of session keys and protection of subsequent communication between the card and the outside world. Although, the existing protocols are mainly used for card content management purposes they can also be used by applications for secure communications. For example, secure communication between a card and an off-card entity is considered necessary whenever a sensitive operation (e.g. during cryptographic key exchanges) is about to be performed.

Another main component of GlobalPlatform is the notion of security domains. GlobalPlatform security domains are the on-card representatives of the card Issuer or an application provider. It is the security domains that allow Issuers to share control, over selected portions of their card, with approved partners. Additionally, security domains are responsible for cryptographic functions and key handling/separation functionality. In terms of communicating with the off-card entity in a secure way the security domains implement different secure channel protocols, as aforementioned. For the purpose of this paper we will be using the notion of a security domain as a mechanism that will securely store keys and control access to the secure channel mechanisms.

The GlobalPlatform smart card specification is becoming the de-facto mechanism for secure application handling especially for Java cards [9] used in the GSM [28] and finance sectors [27]. There are currently on going discussions in order to enhance the functionality offered with the provision of additional secure channel protocols based on public key cryptography. In the following sections we present the main characteristics of the proposed protocol.
3. THE PROPOSED PUBLIC KEY ARCHITECTURE

In a multi application smart card usage scenario the entities that are likely to get involved in a communication session with the card are the Issuer and any Application Provider who has a business relationship with the Issuer. Given the number of the entities involved, there is clearly a need for a Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) [29, 30] that assists these entities in managing their keys and supports the security functions of the proposed protocol. The supporting functions of a PKI include key certification, authorisation of participating entities, and the ability of a participating entity to have multiple keys.

In this section we highlight the main characteristics of a PKI for supporting the protocol described in this paper. For simplicity and in order to sustain the practicality of the overall architecture the description of the proposed infrastructure will provide examples linked with the GP architecture as described above. Furthermore, we also assume that adequate key and entity management procedures are in place.

According to the proposed infrastructure, each participating off-card entity (being an Issuer or an Application Provider) has a key pair (namely certification key pair) which is used for the certification of other keys. The public key of this key pair is securely loaded on the card (e.g. in a security domain that represents the off-card entity on the card). The corresponding private key is used for the certification of RSA public encryption keys (which are used for the establishment of a secure channel). These certificates bind the included public key to the entity that is authorised to use this public key encryption key during the establishment of a secure session. As an alternative, the certification key pair might belong to a Certification Authority, which has a business relationship with the off-card entity.

Secure loading and replacement of these keys can take place by establishing a secure channel that will enable the secure transfer of keys to the card (e.g. by using the Put Key command as described in the GP specifications). Initial keys for the Issuer can be hard-coded (e.g. masked in ROM) and used, during the personalisation phase, for the loading of the public certification keys. Loading of the public keys for Application Providers has to be done in a secure way (e.g. during the loading of the corresponding GP security domains or during the personalisation of these security domains). Following the loading of these certification keys, any public encryption key that belongs to an entity recognised by the security domain and is certified using the certification private key can be used for the establishment of a secure channel.

Given the proposed infrastructure, the card (or a security domain) is able to tell whether the key presented to it belongs to an entity that is authorised
to establish a secure channel by verifying the certificate. For instance, if the certified key belongs to an Application Provider and is certified using the certification key loaded on the Application Provider’s logical space in the card (e.g. a security domain) then the off-card entity is authorised to establish a secure session with one of the applications belonging to this Provider.

To strengthen the security provided by this scheme and considering that the off-card entity might use the certification key pair to certify keys not used by this protocol, certificates have to explicitly state that the certified keys are authorised to be used for the establishment of a secure channel. This explicit authorisation is granted when specified in one of the certificate extensions. Given an Issuer who would typically have many certified keys for different purposes, there is clearly a need to protect the card from accidental or deliberate misuse of a key that is not authorised for this purpose. Therefore, the card should only use those keys that explicitly state in a dedicated extension that they can be used for communications with the card, and more specifically, for establishing a secure channel.

Apart from the off-card entities’ RSA public encryption keys, the proposed protocol requires each card to have one or more Diffie-Hellman keys [12]. There are two options for the certification of these keys; either the card has a single key pair which is certified by the Issuer and shared among applications (or security domains) that exist on the card, or each application (or security domain) has its own key pair certified by the entity it belongs to. The second option provides more flexibility as it allows the corresponding entity to specify the format based on their applications requirements. Given that none of these approaches introduce any risks to the security of the protocol it is up to the issuer’s discretion to adopt either of these options. Please note that the infrastructure required for supporting the certification and verification of these keys by the participating off-card entities is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. A PUBLIC KEY SECURE CHANNEL ESTABLISHMENT PROTOCOL

In this section we present a protocol that utilizes well-established public key techniques for mutual authentication and key establishment between a smart card and an off-card entity based on the Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol and a combination of symmetric and asymmetric cryptography. The established session keys are used for providing integrity and confidentiality on the exchanged messages. For this protocol the following requirements must be satisfied:
1. All entities share public values \( p \) and \( a \), where \( p \) is a large prime number and \( a \) is an element of large prime multiplicative order modulo \( p \). We will write \( a^x \) for \((a^x \mod p)\) throughout.

2. Each card has a Diffie-Hellman key agreement key pair. More specifically, card \( C \) has private key agreement key \( y \) with corresponding public key \( a^y \). The card’s key pair can be either generated off-card by the issuer or the application provider and subsequently loaded onto the card, or it can be generated on-card (if the functionality is provided by the card). In either case the public key has to be certified by the corresponding off-card entity, i.e. the issuer or an application provider.

3. The host has an RSA public encryption key (\( HPEK \)), which is certified by the corresponding certification authority.

4. The card and the host share a symmetric cryptosystem and two different key generation functions (e.g. a one-way function) \( f1 \) and \( f2 \).

5. The card is capable of generating pseudorandom numbers.

6. Each security domain on the card has a trusted copy of its owner’s (issuer or application provider) public certification key whose corresponding private key is used by the off-card entity for issuing certificates.

The proposed protocol, which involves a host (off-card entity) \( H \) and a card \( C \), consists of the following steps (please note that messages in brackets are considered optional):

1. The host initiates the protocol by generating a random secret \( x, 1 \leq x \leq p-2 \), and computes \( a^x \). The host sends (e.g. as part of the \textsc{Initialize Update} command) the computed value \( a^x \), together with its public encryption key certificate \( \text{Cert}(HPEK) \):

\[
H \rightarrow C: a^x, \text{Cert}(HPEK), \{\text{options}\}
\]

where \textit{options} is used by the host to inform the card on certain communication requirements (e.g. protecting certain card details and whether the card has to return to the host the certificate on its Diffie-Hellman public key or just the certificate’s identification number).

2. On receipt of the message the card verifies the certificate \( \text{Cert}(HPEK) \) using the preloaded public certification key of the corresponding off-card entity. If the certificate verification is successful and the entity is pre-
authorised (e.g. the entity possesses a security domain) then the card generates the following: a random value \( \text{randC} \) and if the \textit{options} field sent by the host requires anonymity the card generates a session key \( K1 \) and encrypts its Diffie-Hellman certificate (\( \text{Cert}(C\text{-DH}) \)) using this key (encryption is done using a symmetric cryptosystem). Note that, if neither the card, nor the host require anonymity the card still has to send its certificate or the certificate's serial number (CSN) but this time in clear. The card, using the host's public encryption key \( \text{HPEK} \), encrypts the random number \( \text{randC} \), the \( \text{CSN} \), and if encryption of \( \text{Cert}(C\text{-DH}) \) is required, the key \( K1 \), and sends the following response to the host:

\[
\text{C} \rightarrow \text{H}: \ E_{\text{HPEK}}(\text{randC}, \{K1\}, \text{CSN}), E_{K1}(\text{Cert}(C\text{-DH}))
\]

where \( E_K(M) \) denotes encryption of message \( M \) using key \( K \), and \( \text{CSN} \) is the card's unique identifier. \( K1 \) is the output of a key generation function \( f1 \) whose input is the shared Diffie-Hellman key \( \alpha^y \), i.e. \( K1 = f1(\alpha^y) \).

3. On receipt of the card's response the host decrypts the first encrypted message using its private decryption key and extracts the random value \( \text{randC} \), the optional key value \( K1 \) and the \( \text{CSN} \). If anonymity was a requirement, which implies that the card's certificate is encrypted, the host decrypts the received certificate and checks its validity. Following that, the host generates the shared key \( \alpha^y \) using the card's public Diffie-Hellman key and the secret value \( x \) that the host generated, and verifies that the key \( K1 \) used to encrypt the certificate was the output of the key generation function \( f1 \). The calculation of the shared secret and the correct verification of \( K1 \) enables the host to authenticate the card. The host sends (e.g. with the \text{EXTERNAL AUTHENTICATE} command) the following encrypted, using a symmetric cryptosystem, message that consists of the random value \( \text{randC} \) and the optional \textit{session keys}:

\[
\text{H} \rightarrow \text{C}: \ E_{K2}(\text{randC}, \{\text{session keys}\})
\]

where \( K2 \) denotes the output of a key generating function \( f2 \) which takes as input the shared Diffie-Hellman key \( \alpha^y \), i.e. \( K2 = f2(\alpha^y) \). The optional \textit{session keys}, if sent to the card, will be used as the session keys for the established session. This is useful during card personalisation and card updates where the off-card system has pre-computed the messages to speed up the process. Note that if the off-card entity does not send \textit{session keys}, a similar key generating function can be utilised for the generation of session keys (which will be used to provide integrity and confidentiality for the exchanged messages).
4. On receipt of the above message the card generates the temporary key $K_2$, decrypts the received message, and checks whether the random number included in the message matches the number that the card sent to the host. This check proves to the card that the message is not a replay of an old message.

If all the steps are successful, the host and the card will use the established session keys (or the keys provided by the host in step three of the protocol) for the protection of exchanged messages throughout this session.

5. PROPERTIES AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed protocol provides mutual authentication and session key establishment between the communicating entities, i.e. an off-card entity and the card. The established session keys can be used to optionally provide integrity and message authentication as well as confidentiality on subsequent communications. Although the protocol is based on public key techniques it takes into account the restricted computing resources offered by a smart card (as briefly described in the previous sections). Therefore, the number of expensive computations (like the ones required by public key cryptography) are minimised to avoid processing overheads.

One of the factors that could affect the number of expensive computations was the choice of the Diffie-Hellman keys. Diffie-Hellman keys can be of two flavours; either long term, preferably certified, keys or just short term keys that are typically used for a single session. The card’s Diffie-Hellman key pair is fixed so that to avoid the computational overhead required for the generation of a new key pair (a relatively computationally expensive operation for a smart card given that the card has this capability) for each session. However, it is assumed that the host possesses the computational resources for computing and storing a large number of key pairs. For that particular reason it uses a new key pair (for each communication), as opposed to a fixed certified one, so that to avoid one more certificate verification on the card. Note that the host can generate these keys in advance to avoid delays introduced by the generation of these keys during the establishment of a secure session.

5.1 Compromise of Cryptographic Keys

Among the main issues surrounding the deployment and operation of a security protocol is the compromise of the scheme’s private keys. If a card’s
Diffie-Hellman key pair is compromised it is the Issuer’s decision whether to terminate or block this card, or simply update this card’s Diffie-Hellman key pair. In the GP analogy if the key belongs to an Application Provider’s security domain the Application Provider has to simply update this key by using the Put Key command.

If an off-card entity’s RSA encryption key pair is compromised, the off-card entity has to perform the following actions in order to prevent further use of the compromised key by a malicious user:

1. The off-card entity has to generate a new certification key pair, which will replace the one used to certify the compromised key.
2. The off-card entity has to generate a new RSA encryption key pair and certify the public key of this key pair using the new private certification key. Note that if the issuer has issued multiple certification keys, it then has the option not to generate a newly created key pair but use an existing one.
3. All the cards that carry the old public certification key have to be updated with the new public key. As soon as the cards obtain the new certification key they will be able to reject certificates that were created using the compromised key.

Replacement of the certification key pair is also deemed necessary when RSA public encryption key certificates are due to expire to ensure that a key is not used beyond its expiration date. The off-card entity can use the above method to replace these keys.

An off-card entity, being the Issuer or an Application Provider, can have multiple RSA encryption key pairs to avoid unnecessary exposure of a single key. Given that the public key of this key pair is certified by a certification private key whose public counterpart is loaded on the card, the card will be able to verify this key and use it for the establishment of the secure channel. Off-card entities can also use multiple certification keys. In that case, however, the off-card entity has to have access to information that will assist it in the choice of the correct public encryption key certificate, prior to initiating the establishment of a secure channel. In the GP analogy this information can be part of the security domain management data provided to the host as a response to a SELECT command as defined in [6].

5.2 Protocol Efficiency

It can be argued that protocol is relatively heavy, especially when compared with corresponding symmetric key protocols. However, the
advantages that public key cryptography has to offer will have to be balanced with the expected processing and architectural overheads. A direct comparison with similar smart card public key protocol (addressing analogous security concerns and with comparable functionality) is not possible due to the fact that most of them are not publicly available. Most of the publicly available smart card secure channel protocols are based on symmetric cryptography techniques.

However, by taking into account the performance of cryptographic algorithms as defined in [31, 32] we can provide some indicative estimates on the performance of our cryptographic protocol, please refer to Table 1.

From the above table we can observe that cryptographic operations of the protocol can be completed in less than a second. Please note that this figure does not include the time spent by the SCOS to form the messages according to the protocol requirements and also move any data from EEPROM to RAM and vice versa. Furthermore, it does not include any performance measurements for the transmission of APDUs as required in each step in the protocol. However, they give an indication as to how much time is spent in the cryptographic part of the protocol.

Table 1. Performance of the Cryptographic Protocol According to Theoretical Timings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Approximate Timings (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• An RSA signature verification for the host certificate verification</td>
<td>~160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A random generation (RandC)</td>
<td>~30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An RSA encryption for encrypting the RandC, the card CSN and the key K1.</td>
<td>~250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A DH computation of a shared secret value $g^{xy}$</td>
<td>~300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A secret key encryption for the encryption of the card certificate cert(C-DH)</td>
<td>~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• One computation for $f_1$</td>
<td>~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• One computation for $f_2$</td>
<td>~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~770ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, in order to successfully verify the actual performance details of the protocol we are currently, experimenting with its development in a Java card Ver. 2.1 [18] and GP 2.1 platform [19]. We believe that in the final version of the paper we will also have obtained the required performance measurements which will be included as another section (i.e.
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performance measurements from a Java card implementation of the protocol) in the paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have outlined the necessity and importance of using public key based cryptographic protocols for the establishment of secure channels in a multi application smart card environment. Although public key protocols were not widely used in smart card microprocessors due to their limitations in processing power, recent technological improvements [14, 15] along with improvements in the operation of cryptographic algorithms [16, 17], make the whole idea more attractive and more feasible.

The core of this paper is dedicated in the development of secure channel establishment protocol that uses standardised public-key techniques (e.g. Diffie-Hellman) in order to provide mutual authentication and key establishment. The supporting infrastructure required to sustain the protocol’s cryptographic operations is also defined. The proposed protocol, which benefits from the advantageous key management functionality provided by public key cryptography, can be utilised in any smart card microprocessor. It can be used both by the underlying SCOS and by smart card applications. More importantly, it can also be smoothly integrated in the architecture of existing multi application smart card technologies as in the case of GP.

The future demands for public key smart card protocols will increase taking into account the needs and architectural/business models of various security sensitive applications. We are currently experimenting with the theoretical and practical implementation details around the design of public key secure channel protocols (e.g. based on elliptic curve cryptography) and also compare their performance with other existing protocols.
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